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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
,

! REGION III

l

Reports O. 50-373/80-34; 50-374/80-21

Docket Nos. 50-373;'50-374 Licenses No. CPPR-98; CPPR-100

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
P. O. Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Vendor: Tech Sil Inc.
'

1800 Elmhurst Road
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

Facility Name: LaSalle County Nuclear Generati- S' ion, Units 1 and 2
Tech Sil Inc., Elk Grove Villag

Investigation Period: May 1, 1980 to Dec mber 8, 1980

Investigator:
.' B . M c Ca r t'e n Date

Inspector: } [ '

T. Nei'sler [ f I) ate
actor Inspector, Construction
Projects, Section 2

/ !i!O 8Reviewed By: - 8 "

C. E. Norelius Date
Assistant to the Director

r+2.f'W | |
k.C. Williams / Dyte
Chief, Reactor Construction

Projects, Section 2

Investigation Summary:

Investigation during May 1, 1980 to December 8, 1980 (Reports No 50-373/80-34;
50-374/80-21)
Areas Investigated: Investigation was conducted after allegations were made
that vendor personnel had introduced quantities of leaded gel material into
the vendor's leaded elastomer product (both products are fire resistant wall
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* and floor penetration sealant materials), ostensibly to dispose of the leaded.

gel material after it had been recalled from the licensee's facility. The
alleger stated pursuant to this action, vendor's QA/QC records, and Certificates
of Conformance which accompanied shipments of the elastomer to the licensee were
falsified. During this investigation a second individual alleged the vendor had
periodically changed the formula for the vendor's lead elastomer and leaded gel
products, which deviated from the fire tested and approved formula required by
licensee specifications. It was also alleged vendor QC inspectors had falsified
density check readings taken during formulation of these products. In addition
it was alleged that materials placed on hold, following the inititation of this
in >estigation, were shipped to other nuclear facilities in the United States and
Republic of Taiwan. The investigation involved 110 manhours on site, by one
investigator and one inspector.
Results: Both of the initial allegations were substantiated. It was determined
that management personnel had directed employees to perform these activities.
The allegation regarding changes in product formulas was also substantiated. The
allegations that density check readings were falsified and that the vendor had
shipped recalled material to other nuclear power plants were not substantiated.
No items of noncompliance regarding the licensee's (Commonwealth Edison Company)
QA/QC program were identified during this investigation.
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REASON FOR INVESTIGATION
,

Investigation was initiated after an allegation was made that vendor management
personnel had directed Quality Control (QC) and production personnel to mix
quantities of recalled leaded gel with the firm's leaded elastomer product. The
alleger also stated QA personnel were directed to falsify QC records pursuant
to this practice.

SUMMARY OF FACTS

An investigation was initiated after allegations were mad: that in January and
February 1980, the vendor had added quantities of previously rejected leaded gel
material, to its leaded elastomer product that was then shipped to the Common-
wealth Edison Company LaSalle County Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2. The
alleger also stated management personnel directed Quality Control Inspectors to
falsify quality assurance records and Certificates of Conformance, which accompany
each shipment of the material to the licensee. When interviewed, vendor Quality
Assurance / Quality Control (QA/QC) personnel substantiated these allegations.
Vendor management personnel were interviewed, and stated in January and February
1980, they directed that previously rejected material, leaded gel, be added to
the firm's leaded elastomer product, ostensibly to dispose of the unused quan-
tities of the material. Management personnel denied that they directed QA/QC
personnel to falsify company records. They, however, stated that the addition
of the gel material constituted a deviation from QA/QC procedures and licensee
specifications because this product was not made of the same basic components as
the fire-tested and approved leaded elastomer product. An inspection at the
LaSalle site identified 15 lots of nonconforming elastomer product. Part of the
material wac used in 18 safety related penetrations in the reactor and auxiliary
buildings at LaSalle. A review of the vendor's quality assurance department
records showed that the vendor had issued false Certificates of Conformance to
the licensee when they delivered this product to the site.

During this investigation, a second individual alleged that, contrary to the
licensee's specifications, the vendor had changed the types and quantitites of
basic components in its products, which deviated from fire tested and approved
formulas for the product. It was also alleged that, contrary to the licensee's
specifications, QC inspectors falsified density check readings on QC department
records when mixing these products. The alleger also stated that quantities of
rejected material (leaded gel) had been shipped to other nuclear power plants
under construction in the United States and the Republic of Taiwan. The
allegation regarding changes in product formulas was substantiated; the latter
two allegations were not substantiated.

The vendors leaded elastomer products, whose formula deviated from licensee
specifications were fire tested by Portland Cement Association, an independent
testing laboratory, after the initiation of this investigation, and these

-

materials met ASTM E-119 fire test standards. The vendor advised that its
leaded gel product could not meet licensee specifications and would be removed
from safety related penetrations at the LaSalle site and replaced with suitable

| materials.
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No items of noncompliance against licensee (CECO) QA/QC requirements were
identified during the course of this investigation.
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DETAILS
4

1. Persons Contacted

Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO)
~

* Leo Burke, Site Superintendent, LcSalle County Nuclear Power Station
* James Quaka, QA Manager, LaSalle County Nuclear Power Station
Dale Spencer, QA Engineer, LaSalle County Nuclear Power Station

Tech Sil, Inc.

Richard Noble, President, Tech Sil, Inc.
Gerald W. Brown, Vice President, Elk Grove Village Operations

** Joseph Pallucci, Executive Vice President
** Glen Kruse, Test Engineer

James Robertson, Project Manager, LaSalle County Nuclear Power Station
Thomas Hansen, QA Manager
Susan Mathias, QC Inspector, LaSalle County Nuclear Power Station
William Dean, Former QC Inspector s

Gene Sturtz, Former Research and Development Engineer
Gene Sturtz, Jr., Former Production Mixer
Gregory Geroze, Manager Research and Development
Karen Bloom, Quality Control Inspector

,

James Weaver, Quality Control Inspector
Thomas Mizeski, Former Quality Control Inspector

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

F. T. Daniels, Resident Inspector, Zimmer Nuclear Power Station

* Indicated those present at licensee exit meeting.
** Indicates those present at vendor exit meeting.

2. Interview of Alleger

On April 24, 1980 the alleger was interviewed and stated he was previously
employed by the vendor. The alleger stated that in the Fall of 1979 the
vendor had manufactured a quantity of fire resistant wall and floor penetra-
tion sealant, leaded gel, which it shipped to the licensee's LaSalle County
Nuclear Power Station. The alleger said that some of the leaded gel was
returned to the vendor, and other quantities were pleced on hold at the
plant, after it had failed to cure when placed in wall penetrations at the
LaSalle site. The alleger related he learned the leaded gel contained small
quantities of sulphur in the lead which negated the curing agent in the
product, which resulted in the gel being unacceptable.,

_ The alleger stated in January and February 1980, Glen Kruse, Test Engineer,
Tech Sil Inc., acting at the direction of Tech Sil Vice-President,
Joseph Pallucci, instructed a QC Inspector to take 50 lb. quantities of the
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leaded gel that had been placed on hold at the vendor's Elk Grove facility,
and add it to sets of leaded elastomer which were being manufactured for the-

LaSalle and Zimmer Nuclear Power plants. The alleger said during January
and February 1980, 50 lbs. of the leaded gel was added to each drum of the
A and B components of the leaded elastomer product. He said this resulted
in the two 55 gallon drums in a set weighing 1,050 lbs. instead of 950 lbs,

,
due to the addition of the gel material to each drum.

The alleger also stated that Thomas Hansen, Tech Sil QC Manager, had told
QC inspection personnel not to note the addition of the leaded gel compound
to the leaded elastomer in Quality Control Department's system logs, and to
issue Tech Sil Quality Assurance Department Certificates of Conformance,
which accompany shipments of the material to the licer.see. The alleger said
the QC department logs documented the basic components used in mixing a
particular lot of leaded elastomer compound. He said when Certificates of
Conformance were issued to customers, it was an assurance that the product
delivered to them was the same as the product specified in their specifica-
tions, and was made with the same formula as the fire tested and approved
product. The alleger said in this instance, neither of these conditions
were met for the lots of material that had been mixed with the leaded gel
and shipped to Tech Sil customers. s

3. Interview of Tech Sil Employees

A. On July 17, 1980, Joseph Pallucci, Executive Vice President, Tech Sil
Inc., was interviewed and stated in January and February 1980 he author-
ized Glen Kruse, Test Engineer, to take 50 lb. quantities of previously
rejected leaded gel material, and add it to sets of the firm's leaded
elastomer product, which was being mixed for the LaSalle project.
Pallucci stated 45,000 lbs. of the leaded gel had been placed on hold
at the LaSalle site and at Tech Sil's warehouse in Elk Grove Village
after the gel had failed to cure properly, due to a chemical reaction
between components in the product.

Pallucci related QA personnel misunderstood his instructions when
mixing the leaded elastomer product, and failed to record the lot
numbers of the added leaded gel in QC systems logs. He said these
logs record the quantities and types of basic components used to mix
a lot of the leaded elastomer product. Pallucci said the failure to
record the addition of the leaded gel component in these logs, resulted
in the loss of recorded traceabilit- of the basic components of the
product.

Pallucci also stated that lots of the leaded elastomer, with gel added,
to it were not sent to the Zimmer Nuclear Power Staton, because at the

| Zimmer site, the raw materials are supplied to Tech Sil employees, for
I mixing of the product on site.

-B. On July 26, 1 0, Gerald W. Brown, Vice President, Tech Sil, Inc.,
, Elk Grove Village office, was interviewed and stated in the last
I quarter of 1979 his firm manufactured 20 lots of leaded gel proouct

-6-
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for use as a fire resistant sealant material in wall and floor.

penetrations at the LaSalle County Nuclear Power Station. Brown-

stated, due to a reaction between the sulphur in the lead of one
component of the gel with material in the second component of the
gel formula, the leaded gel failed to properly cure. Brown said,
because of this problem, 45,000 lbs. of the leaded gel were placed
on hold at the site; or returned to Tech Sil's Elk Grove Village

~

warehouse.

Brce n also stated in late February 1980, he was informed by
Thomas Hansen, QA Inspector, that since January of 1980, Joseph Fallucci
had directed that small quantities of the recalled leaded gel be added
to the firms leaded elastomer product then being mixed for the LaSalle
plant. Brown said be ordered this activity stopped. His later evalua-
tion found that by adding the leaded gel to the elastomer product, the
product was still within the Sargent & Lundy's specifications for the
specific density of the material. He said, however, QC inspectors
failed to record the lot numbers of the gel in QC records when they
added it to the leaded elastomer, and this resulted in the loss of
traceability for one of the basic components (the leaded gel) in the
leaded elastomer product.

Brown said he did not notify the licensee quality assurance personnel
regarding this matter, nor did he report it to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission under 10 CFR Part 21, " Notice of Defects and Nonconformance."
He also related the Zimmer Nuclear Power Station did not receive any of
the nonconforming leaded elastomer product.

C. On June 26, 1980, Glen Kruse, Test Engineer, was interviewed and stated
in late 1979 Tech Sil developed a new fire resistant insulation product,
leaded gel, for use at the LaSalle County Nuclear Power Station. Kruse
stated about 45,000 lbs. of leaded gel was manufactured for LaSalle, and
was later placed on hold or returned to Tech Sil in January 1980. He
said it was learned that the gel contained lead which reacted with a
sulphur sensitive Dow Corning catalyst which negated the curing action
of the gel and resulted in it not curing when placed in wall penetrations.

Kruse also related on or about January 1, 1980, Joseph Pallucci
directed him and Thomas Hansen, QA Manager, to add 50 lbs. quantities
of the recalled leaded gel to each side of sets of leaded elastomer
that were being mixed at Tech Sil for the LaSalle site. Kruse said he
and Hansen objected to this proposal on the basis that the elastomer
with the gel in it was not made according to the same formula as the
fire tested and approved product required by the licensee's specifica-
tions. Kruse said Pallucci overrode this objection and directed them
to not record the addition of the gel product into the elastomer in
QC department records.

_ Kruse stated QC records document the basic components used in the
formula when fabricating each lot of elastomer made at Tech Sil.
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They also attest that the basic components used in this formula, are
the same components used in the ASTM-E119 fire tested and approved
formula for the product. Kruse said the licensee's specifications
also require that the leaded elastomer meet a 140 lb. density specifi-
cation, and that QC records record that the product was formulated
with the same basic components as the fire tested and aproved product.

.

Kruse said, as a result of Pallucci's order, he and Hansen told QC
inspection personnel not to make any entries in QC records which would
reflect that the recalled gel was added to the elastomer. Kruse said
the QC records, which should document the traceability of the basic
components of the leaded elastomer mixed for LrSalle, were not accurate
in that they did not record the basic components of the leaded elastomer,
because they failed to note the presence of the leaded gel in the leaded
elastomer.

Kruse stated beginning in January 1980, and continuing until late
February 1980, about 20 sets of leaded elastomer with the gel added
were mixed for the LaSalle project with about ten sets being shipped
to the site. Kruse said in his opinion the reason behind Pallucci's
decision to add portions of the recalled gel to each lot of leaded
elastomer product, was that the licensee was not billed by lot delivered,

j but was billed for penetrations poured. He stated, by adding 50 lbs.
of the gel to the elastomer, a greater volume of material per lot would
be available for pouring into each penetration. He said therefore pre-
viously unusable material, the gel, could now be used by adding it to
the elastomer product. He said a profit ensued because previously un-
usable material was used to fill a volume in the penetrations. Kruse
provided a statement which is appended to this report as Attachment 1.

D. On June 26, 1980, Joseph Pallucci, Executive Vice President, was
reinterviewed and stated that on or about January 1, 1980, he had a
conversation with Glen Kruse and Thomas Hansen regarding the additisn
of portions of the recalled leaded gel product into the leaded elasto-
mer product being mixed for the LaSalle project. Pallucci stated in
this discussion he recalls that Hansen and Kruse questioned whether
the elastomer with the gel in it was the same as the fire tested and
approved product and whether QC documentation should reflect the
addition of the leaded gel. Pallucci said be told them the quantity
of le;ded gel to be added was so small that it would not alter the
basic formula and QC documentation already existed for the leaded gel.
Pallucci stated he did not specifically instruct Kruse and Hansen to
not record the addition of the leaded gel be merely informed them QC
records already were in existence for the leaded gel product. He said
the resulting confusion in this matter led Hansen to instruct QC in-
spectors to omit from QC system logs, the addition of the gel into the
elastomer. This resulted in a loss of documentation for traceability

~
of basic components used in the elastomer product. A statement by
Pallucci is appended to this report as Attachment 2.
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E. On August 14, 1980, Thomas Hansen, former Quality Assurance Manager
was interviewed and stated he had been employed by the firm as QA
Manager from June 1977 until May 15, 1980. Hansen stated he recalled
in January or February 1980 discussing with Glen Kruse and
Joseph Pallucci the addition of 50 lbs. of recently rejected leaded
gel to each side (A and B) of the leaded elastomer product being mixed
for the LaSalle site. He stated that both he and Kruse raised the~

question that the leaded elastomer, with the gel added to it, would not
be the same formula as the fire tested and approved product. He said
Pallucci responded by assuring them he would have the particular lots
with the gel in it fire tested to insure that they were acceptable.

Hansen stated he asked Pallucci how he could justify sending a
different product that was not totally elastomer. He said Pallucci
responded by saying, "They (the licensee) were not going to find out
about it". Pallucci again told them to direct inspectors to add 50
lbs. of leaded gel to each side of the elastomer product. Hansen said
he acted at Pallucci's direction and instructed QC inspectors to not
record the addition of the leaded gel to the elastomer when filling out
QC department system logs. He stated QC department logs document the
basic components used in mixing a specific lot of the leaded elastomer
and were evidence that this lot of elastomer was made with the same
formula as the fire tested and approved leaded elastomer product. Thei

logs also recorded that each basic component of the lot was traceable
according to QC department procedures.

Hansen stated it was the QC inspector's responsibility to oversee the
production operation and to fill out these logs. He also stated, when
he initially instructed QC inspectors to omit the addition of the leaded
gel in the logs, they objected to this practice but agreed to follow
his instructions. Hansen provided a signed statement which is appended
to this report as Attachment 3.

F. On November 4, 1980, William Dean, former QC Inspector, was interviewed
and stated he was employed by the licensee from June 1979 to April 1980.
He said in January 1980, Glen Kruse, Test Engineer, and Thomas Hansen,
QC Manager, directed him to put 50 lbs, of the recalled lead gel mater-
ial into each lot of leaded elastomer product being formulated for the
LaSalle County Nuclear Power Station. He claimed Hansen said that
Pallucci said not to record the addition of the gel material into the
leaded elastomer in Quality Control systems logs. Dean said he then
supervised production personnel in January 1980 when about 20 lots of
the elastomer were mixed with the leaded gel in it. Dean said he did
not note this condition in QC system logs, and was aware this was a
falsification of a record by omission. Dean said he also signed Tech
Sil Certificates of Conformance which attested that the product met
applicable specifications although the product did not meet the speci-
fications, in that material had been added which was not the same

- material as in the fire tested and approved formula for the product.

|
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In Dean's opinion, the rejected leaded gel was added to the leaded,

elastomer product for financial gain in that quantities of the recalled
,

leaded gel, were used to increase the quantity of the leaded elastomer
product.

Dean also stated that in February 1980, he and Gerald W. Brown,
Vice President, Tech Sil, discussed what had happened to the

~

quantities of the recalled leaded gel. Dean informed Brown that
50 lbs. of recalled leaded gel had been added to the firm's leaded
elastomer product used on the LaSalle contract. He said that Brown
responded by telling him not to discuss the matter with anyone because
there would be problems for the firm if NRC or our Auditors found out
about it. Dean said he did not discuss this matter any further after
this conversation. A statement by William Dean is appended to this
report as Attachment 4.

G. On July 30, 1980, James Robertson, Tech Sil LaSalle Project Manger,
was interviewed and stated he has been employed as Project Manager
since February 5, 1980. He said he was unaware of the circumstances ;

'

surrounding the recall of the leaded gel material in January 1980.
Robertson also said he was not aware that quantities of the leaded gel
had been added to the leaded elastomer product until May 1980 when
Nuclear Regulatory Commission inspectors informed him of this situation.
He said a site nonconformance report was then written for the specific
lots affected. He related that, in conversations with Gerald Brown
and Joseph Pallucci followng the NRC inspection in May 1980, neither
Brown nor Pallucci indicated that they had previously been aware that
the leaded gel had been added to shipments of leaded elastomer delivered
to LaSalle in February and Harch 1980. Robertson stated these shipments
all had accompanying Tech Sil Certificates of Conformance which are his
assurance that the product is usable, is the same formula as the fire
tested and approved formula, and that the basic components of the form-
ula are traceable in Tech Sil QC department records.

He also stated in this instance the company would gain financially
by adding the gel material into the elastomer, because Tech Sil would
bill the licensee monthly, based on a percentage of the contract com-
pleted. This percentage was based on the cubic feet of material poured
in wall and floor penetrations. He said, by adding gel to elastomer,
the previously unusable gel material was used to fill a percentage of
specific wall penetrations.

H. On June 30, 1980, Susan Mathias, Project Supervisor for Quality Control,
Tech Sil, was interviewed and stated on January 11, 1980, Tech Sil
Quality Assurance Inspectors noted that, in five penetrations recently
poured, the leaded gel had failed to properly cure and the material had
broken-down and shrunk in the penetration. Mathias stated Tech Sil
Nonconformance Report No. 5, which is attached to this report as

,
Attachment 5, was issued. She also said, following the issuance of the
report, quantities of the leaded gel material were placed on hold, both
at the LaSalle site and at the Tech Sil warehouse. Mathias related

- 10 -
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that two nonconformance reports were also issued on May 1,1980,
after NRC inspectors determined that quantities of the previously
recalled leaded gel had been introduced into some of the leaded
elastomer products delivered to the LaSalle Station, in January
and February 1980. She said these nonconformance reports listed
18 safety-related penetrations at LaSalle which were poured with

, the nonconforming leaded elastomer product. Copies of the May 1,
1980, Nonconformance Report's are appended to this report as Attach-
ment 6.

4. Record Reviews

On June 26, 1980, Tech Sil Quality Control Department System logs were
reviewed. It was found that 20 lots of leaded gel (Lot Nos. LG07901-LG07911
and LG08901 to LG08909) manufactured in July and August 1979, were recalled
and placed on hold in the Tech Sil warehouse. Also reviewed were QC systems
logs which document the basic components used in the formulation of each lot
of leaded elastomer. However, the logs did not reflect the addition of this
recalled leaded gel into the leaded elastomer product for Lot Nos. LE 01001
to LE 01025 manufactured in January 1980.

During this review, it was also noted that in each instance, the records
show the vendor met the licensee's specifications for a 140 pound density
for its leaded elastomer products.

On June 30, 1980. Tech Sil QA records at the LaSalle site were reviewed.
This review should showed that 11 sets of leaded elastomer (Lot Nos.
LE 01001 to LE 01005, LE 01013 to LE 01017 and LE 01023) were mixed at
Tech Sil during January 1980, and were shipped to the LaSalle site between
January 3, 1980 and January 28, 1980. These lots all had accompanyng Tech
Sil Certificates of Conformance which certified that the listed material
met purchase order requirements, applicable specifications, and Tech Sil,
QA program requirements. Copies of these Certificates of Conformance are
Attachments 7, 8 and 9, respectively.

5. Interviews of Commonwealth Edison Company Employees

A. On June 30, 1980, Thomas Quaka, Site Quality Assurance Supervisor,
was interviewed. He stated that Dale Spencer, Quality Assurance
Engineer, is responsible for reviewing Tech Sil's work at the LaSalle
County Nuclear Power Station. Quaka stated, in May 1980 Spencer had
reported that nonconforming leaded elastomer had been found at the
LaSalle site. Quaka advised that Spencer could provide more specific
information regarding this cenconformance report.

B. On June 30, 1980, Dale Spencer, Quality Assurance Engineer, CECO, was
interviewed and stated he was currently assigned to review Tech Sil's
work at the LaSalle site. Spencer said Tech Sil was presently filling

- both safety and non-safety related wall penetrations at the site. He
said Tech Sil uses a leaded elastomer product, a hard fire resistant,
radiation shielding material in fixed penetrations. A second product,

.
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leaded gel, a pliable fire resistant radiation shielding material,.

is used in areas where there is movement of the components in the
wall penetration.

Spencer stated Tech Sil is working under a cost plus contract, vice
a time and materials contract, with a percentage of the contract paid

. monthly based on the percentage of the job performed that month. He
recalled on January 11, 1980, a quantity of leaded gel material was
initially poured and passed contractor's quality control inspection,
but after five days the gel material broke down, shrank, and separated
in five different wall and floor penetrations. All of the material
was from the same lot. He said a nonconformance report was issued and
a hold was placed on the material on site. Shipments of other lots
made with the same formula from Tech Sil's Elk Grove plant were sus-
pended, pending resolution of the problem. Spencer related that he
was unaware of any other nonconformances regarding Tech Sil's work
until May 1, 1980, when NRC inspectors informed him that 18 safety-
related penetrations in the reactor and auxillary buildings were
filled with leaded elastomer which contained quantities of the leaded
gel material which had previously been placed on hold in January 1980.

Spencer stated he relies on the Tech Sil Certificates of Conformance
when he conducts audits of Tech Sil's quality assurance program. He
stated the certificates are assurance to him that the particular lot
of material was made to specifications, it was made with the same.

components as Tech Sil's firetested product, and was applied according
to Tech Sil construction criteria outlined in their procedures. He
added, when the leaded gel material was added to the leaded elastomer
product, the basic components in the formula were changed and the
product differed from the fire-tested and approved product. He said
the Certificates of Conformance for the lots affected did not show any
deviation from the standard formula.

6. Interview of Second A11eger

On August 11, 1980, a second alleger contacted the NRC and alleged there
were other irregularities in the vendor's implementation of its QA/QC
program.

It was specifically alleged:

(1) That the vendor's leaded gel and high density zine gel products were
overcatalyzed with Dow Corning 1107 Fluid when fire tested, and that
quantities and types of basic components in products delivered to the
licensee deviated from the fire tested and approved formula.

(2) That Tech Sil QA/QC personnel falsified the density check readings
in QC Department records.

_

(3) That quantities of Tech Sil's leaded gel product, which was recalled
from the LaSalle Station, may have been shipped to other nuclear power
plants in the United States or the Republic of Taiwan.

- 12 -'
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7. Interview of Vendor Employees
,

A. On August 29, 1980, Glen Kruse, Test Engineer, was reinterviewed
regarding formula changes to Tech Sil products which deviated from
the fire tested and approved product formulas. Kruse related in
July 1976 Jospeh Pallucci directed him to add Cabosil (a chemical

,
additive) to the leaded gel product then being mixed for the LaSalle
County Nuclear Power Station. He said this change was made to de-
crease the viscosity of the gel, in order to eliminate lead settlement'

in the product during storage, and to allow for easier pumping of the
product in mixing machines on site. He said, although the addition of
the Cabosil was a deviation from formula tested by the Portland Cement
Association (PCA) to ASTM E-119 fire test standards, they considered
the deviation to be so minor that it did not require a new fire test.
Kruse added that 20 lots were mixed under this formula, and a number of
them failed to set up in wall penetrations at LaSalle. He said 20
lots were recalled, and the materials used at the site were removed
and replaced.

Kruse also stated the vendor's leaded gel product formula was changed
on two more occasions in 1979 with each change deviating from the PCA
fire tested and approved formula. He said new components were added
which decreased the viscosity of the product making it easier to pump
through mixing machines on site.

Kruse stated the changed leaded gel product formulas would not be fire
tested, because he has found that the curing agent in the formula is
negated by small quantities of sulphur in the lead components of the
product. This results in the product not forming up properly when it
is poured in wall and floor penetrations. He said the leaded gel pours
affected at the LaSalle site would be removed and replaced.

Kruse stated the firm's leaded elastomer product was also changed from
the PCA fire tested and approved formula on three occasions. He said
the first time the formula was changed, he and Thomas Hansen asked
Pallucci, if the products new formula should be fire tested. He stated
Pallucci responded in the negative. Pallucci told them the formula
change fell within the range of two fire tested and approved formulas,
and therefore new fire tests were not required. Kruse said the first

: change occurred on January 2, 1979 in order to lower the density of

| the material. The formula was again changed on July 5,1979 and
September 10, 1979.

Kruse related Tech Sil subsequently tested all three formulas used
for the elastomer product on August 29, 1980 and the three formulas
passed a PCA administered fire test.

B. On September 8,1980, Gene Sturtz, former Research and Development
_ Engineer, Tech Sil, was interviewed and stated in late 1979 he was

told by Glen Kruse that the firm's leaded gel product was not properly
curing in wall penetrations at the LaSalle and Zimmer Nuclear Power

1
t

I
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Plants. He said this resulted in customers issuing nonconformance
reports for the product at the two stations affected.

.

Sturtz stated his department reviewed the problem and found small
quantities of sulphur in the lead component in the leaded gel was
negating the effect of the silicone based Dow Corning curing agent.
Sturtz stated the same effect occurred in the firm's leaded elastomer
product with the lead component again negating the effect of the~

curing agent in this product.

Sturtz said Glen Kruse attempted to resolve the problem by changing,
without his 'xnowledge, the quantities and types of basic components
used in the formula for the lead firm's based products.

Sturtz stated later he and Kruse determined that temperature, baro-*

metric pressure, and the reaction between the curing agent and the'

lead in the products, resulted in the product not meeting customer
specification . Sturtz added none of the products, whose formula
deviated from the fire tested and approved formula, were fire tested
by PCA. Sturtz added that eventually the entire lead product line was
changed. The lead component was removed from the formula, replacing
it with zinc.

C. On August 28, 1980, Gregory Geroze, Manager of Research and Develop-
; ment, was interviewed and stated he is responsible for the scheduling

and preparation of products for fire testing by PCA. He stated these
} products are fire tested in order to meet various customer specifica-
; tions and requirements. Geroze related in the case of the LaSalle

plant, the requirement is to meet Sargent & Lundy Specification J-2987
for Wall and Floor Penetration Seals at LaSalle County Units 1 and 2.i

Geroze said Section 402.2 of this specification requires that seals"be
fire tested to ASTM E-119-73 Appendix A, Standard Three Hour Fire Test
of Building Construction and Materials. Geroze related Tech Sil's
Quality Assurance Department issues Certificates of Conformance for
each lot of product which states the product meets the customer's

! specifications, which includes specifications for a fire test on the
,

product delivered. Geroze said, in the case of the leaded gel and
i leaded elastomer product formulas which deviated from the fire tested

and approved formulas Certificates of Conformance were issued for these
particular products which were false because they did not meet the'

specification requiring a fire test of the material.

Geroze added that since NRC identification of this problem, he contacted*

the PCA and fire tests were conducted in August and September 1980 on
the leaded elastomer products that were mixed and formula changes were
made in the products.

8. Interview of QA/QC Inspectors

~ A. On October 9, 1980, Karen Bloom, QC Inspector, Tech Sil was interviewed
;

and stated she has been a QC inspector since from mid-August 1980. She
|
1
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said it is her job to observe mixers during the production process
and to insure that the materials meet required density specifications.
She said during this period, she monitored the production of lots of
leaded elastomer for a customer in Taiwan. She said every lot of
material she checked met the required density and she never falsified
density check readings in QC systems log.

.

B. On November 4, 1980, William Dean, former QC Inspector, was interviewed
and stated he was employed by the vendor as a QC Inspector from June
1979 until April 1980. He said his job was to observe and supervise
mixers during the production process and to insure materials met the
required density specifications. Dean stated each lot of material he
mixed met the required density specification or it was rejected by the
QC department. Dean added it would be unproductive to falsify the
density check readings at the warehouse because a second density check
reading would be made at the site prior to pouring the material. Dean
stated he never falsified density check readings in the QC department
systems log.

C. On September 22, 1980, Gene Strutz, Jr., was interviewed and stated
he had been employed as a mixer at the vendor's facility from January 10,
1980 to August 1980. Sturtz said in late July 1980 he was mixing quanti-
ties of leaded elastomer product for the LaSalle County Nuclear Power
Plant. He said on two occasions he observed QC inspectors taking a wet
reading for a lot of elastomer which should have read 170 lbs. on the
calculator but read below the 170 lb. reading. He said the inspector
commented to him that the reading was somewhat low and then entered in
QC system logs the required reading which differed from the reading on
the calculator.

(Investigators Note: Every QC inspector employed by the vendor
denied this had occurred.)

D. On October 9, 1980, James Weaver, QC Inspector, was interviewed and
stated he was employed by the vendor in June 1980 as a mixer but has
been a QC inspector for the past month. He said he recalled an
instance in August 1980 when he and Gene Sturtz were working overtime
on a Friday night mixing seven or eight sets of leaded elastomer product.
He stated that Sturtz made a mistake in the formula for his portion of
the lot, mixing twice the amount of one component in the formula. He
said this mistake resulted in this lot not meeting the required density
specification. This was remedied by doubling the rest of the quantities
of materials in the lot and mixing them in a larger drum. He siid the
particular lot then met the density requirement. It was split into two
lots and placed in two separate thirty gallon drums. Weaver said be
never observed QC inspectors falsifying density check readings in QC
systems logs. He said on occasion he observed QC inspectors reject
lots of material for not meeting the specified densities.

_

E. On December 8, 1980, Thomas Mileski, former QC Inspector, was inter-
viewed and stated he was employed as a QC Inspcctor at Tech Sil from
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July to August 1980. He said it was his job to observe and to
*

insure that the products met required density specifications..

He did recall in July 1980, monitoring the production of lots of ;
leaded elastomer for the LaSalle plant. He said every lot of 1

material he checked met the required density, and he never falsified
QC system logs..

8. Record Reviews

On October 9,1980, a review of Tech Sil records of shipments to the
following nuclear power plants was conducted:

Grand Gulf Indian Point
Zimmer LaSalle County
Fitzpatrick Republic of Taiwan

During this review, it was ascertained that the recalled material (see
paragraph 3) Lot Numbers LG-07901 to LG-07911, and LG-08901 to LG-08909
were not shipped to any of the aforementioned facilities. In addition,
it was observed that these lots of material were still in storage in the
vendor's warehouse with hold tags affixed to them.

8. Contact with Nuclear Regulatory Commission Resident Inspector Zimmer
Nuclear Power Station

On July 22, 1980, Thomas Daniels, NRC Resident Inspector, Zimmer Nuclear
Power Station, was contacted. He stated he reviewed Tech Sil's material
receipt records and quality control records at the Zimmer site, and found
that Tech Sil had not mixed any leaded elastomer material there since
January 1, 1980.

In addition, Daniels stated Tech Sil had not poured any safety-related
penetrations at the site. He said therefore Tech Sil's activity at the

'

site would not be under ARC jurisdiction.

9. Exit Interview

On July 30, 1980, an exit meeting was held with licensee representatives
identified in the persons contacted section of this report. During the
course of this meeting, they were briefed on the investigative findings
and were advised that no items of noncompliance pertaining to the licensee's
Quality Assurance / Quality Control program were identified during the course
of this investigation.

On July 31, 1980, vendor management personnel were contacted and advised
of the investigative findings and were told enforcement action in this
case would be initiated by U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of

- Inspection and Enforcement, Region IV, Vendor Inspection Branch, Arlington,
Texas.

- 16 -
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(5) Tech Sil Nonconformance Report Dated January 11, 1980

(6) Tech Sil Nonconformance Report No. 9 dated May 1, 1980

(7) Tech Sil Statement of Conformance dated January 8,1980

(8) Tech Sil Statement of Conformance dated January 21, 1980

(9) Tech Sil Statement of Conformance dated January 28, 1980
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August 28, 1980
. .

.

I, Glenn Kruse do hereby make the following voluntary statement

toMr.J.B.MCeartenwhohasidentifiedhimsfeftomeasan
- Investigator with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I make

this statement freely and voluntarily with no promises or

threats made against me.

I have been employed as a Product Development Engineer

for Tech-Sil Inc. since September of 1976, with a short absence

between May 1, 1980 and June 25, 1980. Tech-Sil manufactures

and installs fire and radiation penetration seals at various

nuclear power plants under construction in the United States,
and foreign countries.

'

During this investigation by the NRC I have related to

Mr. MCcarten that certain changes have occured in the formulas
s5

used when Tech-Sil manufactured its products for customers.

Beginning in January of 1979 a change was made in the firms

formula for the mixture of it's Leaded Elastomer ( High Density
Elastomer) product. In the case of this product various changes

were made in the types and quantities of the basic components

of the formula which changed the formula from the fire tested

and approved formula. At the time of these changes I discussed

with the Vic e President of Tech-Sil Joseph Palucci the possibil-j y

ity that we should get another fire test on these formulasj
b'ecause we had deviated from the fire-tested and approved

,./

formula. Mr. Palucci stated that this would be unnessary because/|.-

.

Attachment 1 - Page 1 of 4
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Statement of Glenn Kruse Cont. 2of 4,
,

-
.

At this time Hansen and I objected to this addition of the Leaded

Gel into the Elastomer product , and told Mr. Palucci that

the formula with gel added to itjwould not be the same as the
_

fire tested and approved formula which is required by specification.

At this time Mr. Palucci responded ' Y-t '. ~ to Hansen and I that

we would just not document the addition of the Gel.into the

Elastomer product. We responded to Mr. Palucci that we objected
<tf(

to this bhcause of the fire test considerations and because we

would lose documented traceability of the basic components

of the product. Our overall consideration was that it was
.W

just no correct to miV materials like this. Mr. Palucci's
623GcTEC'N'

objective was to use previously unuseable material; by adding

small amounts of it to useable material,and thus recovering
some of the monetary loss from the material being rejected

for use at the LaSalle site. After our last objections;

Mr. Palucci directed Hansen and I to inform production and

QC inspection personnel to add the Gel into the Leaded Elastomer

and then to not enter the addition of the material in Quality

Control System logs which document the basic components of

the product. This activity continued for the, period January
,.c*

and February 1980,and the nonconforming elalomer was delivered .

to LaSalle, I think that about ten sets were delivered to

LaSallej and ten were in t,he shop at the time NRC placed a hold
AfxL

on the material in May of 1980. Each of the delivered sets
4t'

had a certificate of Confr$mance accompanying itgwhich attested
that the material was the same as the material in the specification

when actually it was not, because it was not a fire tested and
sff , .i

approy" Attachment 1 - Page 2 of 4', '
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Stctcmant of Glenn Krusa Cont. 3 of 4-
.

the changes in the formula for the Leaded Elastomgr product were,

not major changes in the basic co'mponentsj but was a change

in the quantities of the components, and due to the existance

of two fire tests which covered the highand low ranges of these
.

changesyno fire test would be needed for this change. At the

time of this discussion everyone present, myself, Mr. Palucci,

and Thomas Hansen OA Manager, concurred in Mr. Palucci's

decisio'n. In July of 1979 a change was also made in the firms

Leaded Gel product in that 600 Grams of Cabo-Sil was introduced

into the formula in order to increase the viscosity of the

product so that the lead in the product would not settle and

therefore the product could be more easily pumped through the

pumping apparatus at the job sites. Again this change was a
subWdeviktionforthefiretestedandapprovedformulaforthe -

Icaded Gel,y yet no new fire test was run on this product.

At this time the same personnel entered into a discussion regard-

ing this matter and because the addition of the Cabo-Sil was

in such small quantities it was agreed that a new fire test

was not necessary. Subsequently the lots of this product

were recalled from the Lasalle County Nuclear Power Station

Y
due to their failure to set up in w's11 penetrations.

.

In January of 1979, Myself, Thomas Hansen and Joseph Palucci

had a discussion in Mr. Palucci's office, during this discussion

Mr. Palucci directed myself and Mr. Hansen to take fifty pound

quantities of the recalled leaded gel from Lasalle and add

it to quantities of the firms leaded elastomer product , which

, yg' ,at that time was being mixed for the LaSalle project. ,

Attachment 1 - Page 3 of 4
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' Statement of Glenn Kruso Cont. 40f 4-

approved form,ula. -.

I also recall that MR. Palucci asked me during this
IE<o

same converation if we could ship the Elastomer with leadcd
-

Gel in it to the Zimmer site, at that time I told him noj _ -

because the weights of the drums would be checked at Zimmer, and

therefore none was shipped.

*
e ,1

[if h *Also in July of 1980, I reviewed the result of an inventory
of all materials on hand at Tech-Sils Elk Grove Village warehouse.

Part of this inventory included a weighing and counting of all
of the sets of drums of Icaded elastomer product that had been
placed on hold in the shop following NRC inspection of the

#

h hi
LaSalle operation in whibe they found that Gel had been added

to these drums of the Elastomer product. I discussed with Mike
o b*'

Malone the DC Inspector that fact that the drums of Elastomer
3 ; hl' 4 t'

with Gel added which should have weighed 1050'poundsdue to the
ht' 9 91addition of the Gel now only weighed 350' pounds. Malone at thatj

Vtime informed me that in Gene Sturtz, Manager of Operations

and Jerry Brown, Vice President, had directed he and production

personnel to remove fifty pounds from each side of the sets

of the clastomer in order for the elastomer to weigh what it

#h80(d eigh according to the records.

I have read the above statement, made the necessary corrections,

intialed mistakes and it is true and correct. ,

__6_ 2_U.U. _.:. 'hu f _'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Subscribed to before me on this 29th day of August 1980, in Elk

Grove Village. Illinois.
,

./ <1 .s
'

A v1 1 ) \ , ,:
-

.

P 4 .'1
-
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I Joseph Pallucci do hereby make the followlng voluntary.

,

statement to Mr. James B. MCcarten who had identified himself to
me as an Investigator with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

I make this statement freely and voluntarily with no threats-

made to me, nor have na.i?m
y promises been made to me.

I am currently employed as Vice President of Tech-Sil Inc.

and have held this position since January 1976. I recall that

in January of 1980 a quantity of leaded Gel was placed on hold

at Tech -Sil's Elk Grove plant af ter it had failed to cure in

wall penetrations at the LaSalle County nuclear power plant.

In January 1980 I had a conversation with Tech Sil employees

Glenn Kruse and Thomas Hansen in which I asked them if the
rejected leaded Gel could be added to our leaded Elastomer

product being mixed for the LaSalle site. Messers. Kruse and .

Hansen responded to me that the elastomer would cure properly

if the gel were added to it. I then directed them to go ahead
and inform production personnel to add five percent of the

rejected gel material to each set of elastomer. At this time

Kruse and Hansen informed me that there was not a fire test
for this product if the Gel were added. I recall that I responded
to them by telling them that we would get a fire test for the

product. *

To the best of my recollection I never instructed Kruse
6

or Hansen to falsefy QC documentfation by not noting the addition,

6of the gel into the elastomerj in OC system logs.

4

i
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Statement of Joseph Palucci Cont.'

. .

At the time that NRC was informed of this matter by a member of

the public we had not conducted a fire test. Following the

! NRC inspection at LaSalle we placed a hold on all of the
,

Elastomer in which 901 had been added to it. In addition MR J.
Brown informed me and I concurred that this practice shouldj

,

cease immediately due to the lack of a fire test and lack of
,

4, .

proper OC documentation of the miKing procedure.,

I have read the above statement consisting of two typewritten pages

I have made the necessary corrections, initialed mistakes and it

is true and correct.

/
'

0_~.,1 (
'

' ~

Ioseph Pallucci

Subscribed to
'

.: before me on this 29th Day of August

1980 in elm grove y'lllage Illinois,
f

, ?. b; '

,. a

_
u. ass),.t: .a u -
James B. MCcarten

,/

-

.
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September 9, 1980
..

I,. Thomas Hansen do hereby make the following voluntary statement to Mr. James

B. MCearten who has identified himself to me as an Investigator with the

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I make this statement freely with

no threats or promises of reward having been made to me. Mr. MCcarten is.

typing this statement for me as we discuss it's contents.

From June 1977 until May 15, 1980 I was employed as Quality control Manager,
.,

at Tech-Sil Inc. in Elk Grove Village, Illinois. Tech-Sil manufactures and

.

Installs fire protection barriers used in wall penetrations at various

nuclear power plants under construction in the United States.

.

In January of 1980, myself, Glenn Kruse, and Joseph Palucci Executive

Vice President Tech-Sil had a conversation in Palucci's office in which'

Tuto dS 4
; Palucci se$er+ed that we take quantities of the firms recently recalled
I

leaded gel productjand add fif ty pounds of it to each side (A and B) of the,

Icaded elastomer product then being mixed for the LaSalle County Nuclear

Power Station. -

At this point in the conversation Kruse and I raised the question that

.

this leaded elastomer product with the leaded gel added to it would not be

the same product as the fire tested and approved formula used in manufacturing

the product. The customer specifications call for the leaded elastomer

product to pass an ASTM 119 fire test and for all subsequent lots to be thej

] same as the fire tested and approved product. Palucci responded to our
1

question by saying that he would run a fire test on the elastomer with

the gel added to it. At this juncture I asked Mr. Palucci how we could

justify sending a different product that was not Icaded gel or leaded elastomer

3 to the customer (Commonwealth Edison) . Palucci's response to this statement
< .

was that " they are not going to find out about it" and he said " have the;

! materials mixed, fifty pounds to each side and do not reflect the addition

in Quality Control Department records". I was aware that this was against

QC _ procedures however I followed Palucci's instructions.

|

5

.
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Statement of Thomas Hansen Continued Page two of two pages
.. ,

1 e

rollowing this discussion 1 instructed the QC Inspector William Dean,
to add fifty pounds of the recalled leaded gel to each side of the Icaded

elastomer product, then being mixed in the shop. I also instructed Dean
,not to document the addition of the gel into the elastomer in Quality

Control Department system logs which document the basic components
of each lot of elastomer to ensure that they are the same as the

fire tested and approved formula as required by customer specifications.
I recalled t at Dean objected to this conduct and told me he did not

S Albyrthink it w s ==ght,owever I repeatedthe request and he complied.
I recall that Dean subsequently supervised the production personnel

who added the gel material to the elastomer. I am also aware that

Dean signed Certificates of Conformance that were issued to Commonwealth

Edison attesting that Tech-Sils product met all of the applicable

specifications, when in fact the product did not meet all of the

specifications in that the product was not the same as the fire

tested and approved product. Again Dean signed these certificates

based on my order to him to not document the addition of the gel

into the elastomer in Quality control Department records.
,

I have read the foregoing statement coensisting of two typewritten pages.

I have made any necessary corrections and have initialed them in ink.

I have signed the first page in the left hand margin. This statement

is the truth to the best of my knowledge and belief.

.

--TiiOMAS HAMSHM

.

Witness:

._J

f.esB.MCcarten

Attachment 3 - Page 2 of,2
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I, William Dean, hereby make the following voluntary statement to
* Mr. James B. McCarten, who has identified himself to me as the investigator,

with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I make this statement freely
with no threats or promises of reward having been made to me. Mr. McCarten
is typing this statement for me at my request.

During June, 1979, to April,1980, I was employed as a Quality Control
Inspector at Tech-Sil, Inc., in Elk Grove Village, Illinois. Tech-Sil is
a manufacturer of fire resistant, vall and floor penetration seals for
various commercial and nuclear power plants in the United States.

During the summer of 1979, Tech-Sil formulated a new product identified as
high density leaded gel, some of which was manufactured and shipped to the
Com.nonwealth LaSalle County Nuclear Power Station, LaSalle County, Illinois.
This material subsequently failed to set up in wall and floor penetrations
at LaSalle County, and was returned to Tech-Sil and/or placed on hold at the
Tech-Sil warehouse.

.

In January, 1980, as Quality Control Inspector, I was responsible for
directing and observing the production personnel during the mixing process,
it was my job to insure that the proper quantities and materials, went into
each lot of product made. It was also my responsibility to note the addi-
tion of the materials in quality control department systems logs.

During this period, Glen Kruse, Test Engineer, and Thomas liansen, Quality
Control Manager, approached me in the plant as we were getting ready to
begin production of lots of leaded elastomer for the LaSalle site. Kruse
and llanson told me to put fifty pounds of the recalled leaded gel into each
lot of the Icaded elastomer product being mixed at the time. I questioned
them concerning this practice and they responded that Joseph Pallucci,
Tech-Sil Vice-President, had authorized it. I knew there was a financial

loss to the company in the production and recall of leaded gel,7 Hansonand was
also aware this was why the mixing was being ordered. I reca11 4
telling me Pallucci had told him to tell me not to note the addition of
the leaded gel into the leaded elastomer in the Quality Control Department
Systems logs. I knew this was falsification of a record by omission, but
I did it at the direction of my supervisors, and knew I would be fired if
I did not do it.

During January, 1980, I directly observed mixers mixing the leaded elastomer
product and also observed them adding fifty pounds of recalled gel material
to each side of the two part sets of leaded elastomer being mixed for LaSalle.
I did not enter the addition of the gel to the elastomer in Quality Control
Department Systems logs. I then signed as QC inspector, Tech-Sil certificates
of conformance. I knew these would be presented to the customer, assurin,
them the product was what it was intended to be, and met applicable speci-
fications. In fact, it did not meet specifications, in that Tech-Sil Quality
Control records were wrong when identifying the basic components of the
particular lots mixed with the Icaded gel. I think that about twenty lots
of leaded elastomer were mixed in this way.

.

Attachment 4 - Page 1 of 2
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In February, 1980, Jerome Brown, Vice President, Tech-Sil, called me into ,

t' his of fice and asked me what happened to quantities of the leaded gel that
'

'

had been recalled from LaSalle. At this time I informed him that in January,

1980, fifty pound quantities of leaded gel product were introduced into the
sets of Icaded clastomer being shipped to LaSalle. Mr. Brown responded that
if the "NRC" or our " auditors" found out about this there would be " problems."
He then said to me, "This does not leave this office" and the discussion
ended at this point. In regards to the falsification and the other quality
control records, I never falsified the density check readings in QC systems
logs. These checks were conducted and were within specification. Also, I
do recall that quite frequently, Glen Kruse would change the basic formula
of the firms leaded elastomer, and leaded gel product. Generally, the basic
components remain the same, however, the quantities of the basic components
would change. In every instance, which a formula change was made, I noted
the change in the QC system logs.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of two typewritten pages. I
have made any necessary corrections and have initialed them in ink. I have
signed the first page in the left hand margin. This statement is the truth
to the best of my knowledge and belief.

d
// ' NV - -RWilliam Dean

WITNE..'D BY:.

$1C h I
Jame B. Mc arten

.

v

|

.
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